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Adam Cullen was an enigma. His art came from a place that was unique in Australian 

contemporary culture. Cullen was untroubled by what others thought as he pushed boundaries 

and prodded both at society and the art world. Yet, despite this, it was a world that somehow 

adored him. Cullen was immensely complex—he could be charming and he could be vile. He was 

difficult man who would talk in poetic absolutes—his vision was strange but intoxicating. Australia 

was a peculiar place in his mind and as an artist, he wanted his vision of it to be unique.

He would challenge us to see the world beyond the beautiful—beyond the advertised perception 

we had of ourselves. He poked fun at the banal that he so abhorred and did everything in his 

power to shock, albeit with the measure of someone who knew exactly what he was doing 

artistically. His affection for history—for rogues past and present—was palpable. The man had the 

ability to find trouble in an empty room. His own dramatic, untimely demise was a tragedy that was 

years in the making. It was a life lived at full throttle in and out of the studio.

Cullen was a generational artist. His influence continues to this day—from his aesthetics to his 

stripped-back methodology. He used media in a way that was rambunctious. It was all about how 

direct he could be with his messaging. For the audience there is an immediate hit, followed by a 

lingering awareness of bigger themes and messages within the beautiful chaos of his canvases. He 

is recognised by the establishment that he so railed against, winning the 2000 Archibald Prize for 

his portrait of David Wenham and honoured with a major survey exhibition, LET’S GET LOST, at the 

Art Gallery New South Wales at the tender age of 43. 

At the heart of Cullen’s painting is his sensitivity of line. Although not classically trained, his hand 

hit the canvas with laser precision—the result sharpening our focus of the world. His dynamic 

surfaces are disrupted by power punk colour and, at times, chaos with his abstract mark making. At 

his best, Adam Cullen remains as a key figure in the fabric of contemporary Australian culture. 
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Private collection, NSW 
Documentation: Macmillian mini-art series, No. 7, Adam Cullen, 2009, Ken McGregor - 

Janet Hawley - Jenny Zimmer, Pg. 41
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Provenance:  
Private collection QLD 

Exhibited:  
Adam Cullen: Iron Mask—The Ned Kelly Series,  

22 – 29 July 2010, Black Rat Projects, London. Illus p.27 of catalogue 
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https://nandahobbspollen.s3.amazonaws.com/482e73089643a028dec23817beefe483.pdf
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Provenance:  
Private Collection QLD 
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22 – 29 July 2010, Black Rat Projects, London. Illus p.11 catalogue 
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Adam Cullen

Adam Cullen in his Blue Mountains studio (photo: Ralph Hobbs)

 

1965—2012

Adam Cullen was a thirteen times an Archibald finalist between 1997 and 2012, winning the Prize for his 

Portrait of David Wenham, painted in ‘three or four hours’ in 2000. In 2002, he represented Australia at the 

Sao Paulo Biennale, and was highly commended in the Doug Moran Prize. In 2008, the Art Gallery of NSW 

mounted a survey of his work called Let’s get lost. His works are held by the Australian National Gallery, the 

National Portrait Gallery and the State galleries of New South Wales, Victoria, Western Australia and South 

Australia, Artbank and numerous regional galleries and private and corporate collections. 
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